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THE NEXT RANGE

120 DEGREES

the next range at a glance

90 DEG REE S

Our cable management
system, where all of your
cables and wires are neatly
and safely stored away.

Cable tray

Data and power

Concealed raceway

Aluminium hinged flaps

Vertical cable management

The two tier ABS cable
tray allows power
and data cables to be
reticulated in separate
channels. The flexible
tray design allows it to be
easily modified on site.

The integrated smart
system suitable for
high and low voltage
cabling ensures
separation of data and
power and guarantees
user safety.

All cables run along a
horizontal raceway and
down to the floor via
a vertical connecting
post.

Access to the power and
data sockets is via hinged
flaps that cover the cabling
along the raceway.

Each workpoint is equipped
with quad GPO (power socket).
Cables are routed through the
panel, channeled to a centre
post then down to the floor for
power connection.

retailer details

cable
management
All cables are securely
hidden when the vertical
cover is closed.

90 DEGREES

Whatever your mode of work, these interconnected desks will suit your needs. With a
90-degree, L-shaped configuration, the panel
dividers provide territory division while still
allowing ease of communication. Panels can
be individually customised, so choose a
colour to reflect your style.

120 DEGREES
This Y shaped workstation offers
multiple configuration options
which make your office
plan requirements so much
easier to achieve. Ease of
assembly and NEXT’s modularity provide
flexibility to expand the layout when you
grow. An extensive range of accessories
allows you to maximise desk space.

optional
accessories
clip on shelf

namecard holder

paper & pen holder

monitor arm

LINEAR

Modern and minimalistic in it’s form,
NEXT workstations feature slim line legs
and sleek acrylic panels that add privacy
without compromising design.
The dividers are also available in fabric,
laminate and perforated metal to suit
anyone’s taste.
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